
 

 

   

  



 



  



 

 

 

Hunt ID: WY-9012 

Because we hunt Trophy antelope, specialize in hunting Trophy antelope, and only hunt Trophy 

antelope we are well known for our Trophy antelope hunts. 

When you are hunting the West, you must know the west if you want to take down this sharp eyed, fast 

running animal that time has seen all his relatives go extinct to the point that he is the only one that is in 

his family tree. Reading the detail below does not mean I know how to do research because antelope 

biology has much, much less information available than any other big game animal. What this means is 

that I have hunter antelope in this premium area on private land, and public land, at 85 degrees, at 10 

degrees, in the wind and in the still calm day. There is one thing that this remarkable animal knows and 



that is how to survive. We are not speaking of 8-inch horned juvenile we are speaking of “Booners”, 

antelope that the horns that have a length of 14 to 16 inch with mass, scoring high enough to make the 

record book. If you are looking for that quality of animal, you are in the right place. If you are looking for 

a “Meat” animal because antelope if the field care is right is delicious and tender. 

It is time to shoot the Booner Antelope fair chase with a long-range rifle after glassing a valley and 

seeing two big bucks fighting with does feeding and not even paying attention. When the rut is on it is 

not uncommon to look 200 yards away and see two more bucks fighting for a lady’s hand... and the 

ladies don't care!  

You will be hunting trophy antelope areas out of four-wheel-drive pickups and provide sack lunches, 

snacks, water, and soda. Because of this the license drawing is many times requiring a preference point 

or a special Buck license. 

We will field judge the buck’s size and if you want it we will stalk within range for a shot. We hunt open 

sagebrush areas and irrigated ranch and farm areas in multiple areas. We hunt private land but since we 

are licenses if we push the antelope off on to the BLM, National Forest or other properties we can 

pursue them. We pre-Scout and have scouting going on year around so we will head out to where we 

have seen the biggest bucks to begin with. You will be expected to be able to hit a 15x15 inch target, a 

buck’s chest size at up to 260 yards. 

Success rate is 100% on trophy antelope up to 17”.  Guiding included but meals and lodging on your 

own. 

The two-day rifle hunt is $1,495 per hunter. We have processors in town for your meat and if you want 

to process it yourself you can do it on our ranch. 

Because of the quality areas we hunt the ones with the most trophy animals take the highest number of 

points. When putting in I recommend always putting in for the license and add the preference point. If 

you don’t need to use it to draw the Game and Fish will refund your point and mail you a check and a 

license. If you don’t draw it will go toward next year’s draw.  Units can take 4 to 13 preference points to 

draw a license. 

Application deadline is May 31st, and leftovers are rare. 

The Units we hunt are: units 47, 55,57, 62, 61, 60 and 108. 108 is a good beginning hunter unit, easy to 

draw, lots of antelope, and a good hunt but very few trophy animals. hunting or fishing vacation: 

Wyoming Game and Fish 

 

Mike Lollar – Hunt Planner 

Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com 

eMail = HuntingFishing@SportsmansLogistics.com 

15596 W. County Rd. 18E 

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/
http://www.sportsmanslogistics.com/


Loveland, CO 80537 

970-593-0267 

 


